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ANAO Report No.27 2015–16
Strategies and Activities to Address the Cash and Hidden Economy

5
The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) defines the cash and hidden economy (cash economy) as: businesses that deliberately hide income to avoid paying the right amount of tax or superannuation, which they mainly do by not recording or reporting all of their cash or electronic transactions. The ATO considers that the cash economy is most prevalent in the small business market segment, where approximately 1.6 million small businesses operating across 233 industries are more likely to have regular access to cash.

The ATO has identified the cash economy as a major tax integrity risk. The risk is managed by approximately 400 ATO staff, with a budget of $39.5 million in 2015–16. In the four years from 2011–12 to 2014–15, the average annual liabilities raised by the ATO from compliance activities with small business taxpayers to address the cash economy was $192.6 million, and an average annual of $114 million in cash was collected.

Audit objective and criteria
The objective of the audit was to assess the effectiveness of the ATO's strategies and activities to address the cash and hidden economy. To form a conclusion against this objective, the ANAO adopted the following high-level audit criteria:

- effective management arrangements support the compliance strategies and activities;
- compliance risks are effectively identified and guide case selection; and
- compliance activities are conducted effectively to treat risks.

Conclusion
The ATO's strategies and activities to address the cash and hidden economy are consistent with international approaches and guidance provided by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. The ATO's planning, liaison and reporting arrangements have been sound, and risk management activities and case selection processes have supported increasingly cost-effective compliance cases being conducted with taxpayers in recent years.

The ATO is meeting its own revenue targets for compliance activities with taxpayers for the cash economy risk. However, the overarching strategic framework that guides the ATO's cash economy activities does not contain defined indicators and targets for its success measures and the ATO is yet to measure its progress in implementing the new multi-year strategic framework, which was introduced in 2014–15.

Summary and recommendations

Background

1. The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) defines the cash and hidden economy (cash economy) as: businesses that deliberately hide income to avoid paying the right amount of tax or superannuation, which they mainly do by not recording or reporting all of their cash or electronic transactions. The ATO considers that the cash economy is most prevalent in the small business market segment, where approximately 1.6 million small businesses operating across 233 industries are more likely to have regular access to cash.

2. The ATO has identified the cash economy as a major tax integrity risk. The risk is managed by approximately 400 ATO staff, with a budget of $39.5 million in 2015–16. In the four years from 2011–12 to 2014–15, the average annual liabilities raised by the ATO from compliance activities with small business taxpayers to address the cash economy was $192.6 million, and an average annual of $114 million in cash was collected.

Audit objective and criteria

3. The objective of the audit was to assess the effectiveness of the ATO’s strategies and activities to address the cash and hidden economy. To form a conclusion against this objective, the ANAO adopted the following high-level audit criteria:

   - effective management arrangements support the compliance strategies and activities;
   - compliance risks are effectively identified and guide case selection; and
   - compliance activities are conducted effectively to treat risks.

Conclusion

4. The ATO’s strategies and activities to address the cash and hidden economy are consistent with international approaches and guidance provided by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. The ATO’s planning, liaison and reporting arrangements have been sound, and risk management activities and case selection processes have supported increasingly cost-effective compliance cases being conducted with taxpayers in recent years.

5. The ATO is meeting its own revenue targets for compliance activities with taxpayers for the cash economy risk. However, the overarching strategic framework that guides the ATO’s cash economy activities does not contain defined indicators and targets for its success measures and the ATO is yet to measure its progress in implementing the new multi-year strategic framework, which was introduced in 2014–15.

6. The Australian Bureau of Statistics estimates that the cash economy has remained stable at up to 1.5 per cent of gross domestic product for the ten years to 2010–11. However, there is

---


no robust estimate of the revenue at risk\textsuperscript{3} from the cash economy. Without a robust estimate of the revenue at risk, the effectiveness of the ATO’s activities on the cash economy cannot be reliably assessed. In 2016, the ATO intends to estimate the revenue at risk for the cash economy as part of its program to produce a range of estimates of small and medium business income tax gaps.\textsuperscript{4} The ATO could use this analysis to measure the impact of its current activities on the cash economy, and to determine the nature and extent of its future strategies and activities to address the cash economy.

**Supporting findings**

**Management arrangements**

7. The ATO established an overarching strategic framework in 2014–15 to address the cash economy—the Community Participation Assurance Framework. However, the framework lacks measures of success for its specified outcomes. While the framework has been supported by sound planning, liaison and staff capability arrangements in the ATO, various organisational changes have limited the level of assurance that can be given about the effectiveness of current management arrangements.

8. The ATO has regularly evaluated the effectiveness of its cash economy activities. While earlier evaluations were largely inconclusive due to data limitations and difficulty in attributing results to treatment strategies, a 2014 evaluation was positive and proposed future reviews of the risk. Additional reviews were not conducted during this audit.

9. The governance and reporting framework for the cash economy in the business line supports reporting processes. While there are no program-level performance indicators, the ATO’s cash economy activities are included in recent ATO annual reports, and are of ongoing interest to the Parliament.

10. The revenue raised and cash collected from compliance activity for the cash economy was included in management reports in the former ATO business line administering that work.\textsuperscript{5} While monitoring was largely adequate, the project for one recent cash economy Budget measure was closed despite the ATO not having monitored whether a commitment made to the Government to raise indirect revenue from compliance activity had been met.

**Risk management and case selection**

11. The ATO has adequately defined and managed the cash economy risk by having in place a current and sufficiently detailed risk assessment, risk treatment plan and schedule for reviewing the cash economy risk, which collectively meet the corporate requirements for risk management. Additionally, a formal methodology is in place to prioritise and treat emerging issues for the cash economy.

\textsuperscript{3} The revenue at risk relates to the amount of tax foregone from income omitted through the cash economy.


\textsuperscript{5} The cash economy activity was moved to a new ATO business line in November 2015.
12. While the risk population has been clearly identified, and the ATO has conducted some analysis, it does not have a robust estimate of the level of revenue at risk from the cash economy. The ATO should publish an annual estimate of the revenue at risk from the cash economy, which it has committed to doing in 2016.

13. The ATO has established effective processes for selecting cases for compliance activity, based on an assessment of risk. Multiple sources of information support the operation of two key risk tools for case selection: small business benchmarks and the Unrealistic Business Income model. The ATO is strengthening its processes for selecting cases for cash economy compliance activity, and there is also scope to streamline the process for allocating cases to the compliance teams.

**Conducting compliance activities**

14. The range of compliance activities undertaken by the ATO to address the cash economy—audit, obligation enforcement and review—is consistent with the practices of revenue bodies internationally and reflects a number of core elements identified by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development as present in comprehensive strategies to address the underground economy. The compliance activities are based on determining and responding to the risk of businesses, industries and the community participating in the cash economy.

15. The ATO’s cash economy compliance activities are typically meeting internal performance targets, such as for liabilities raised and the timeliness of case completion. However, as no measures of effectiveness are in place, it is difficult for the ATO to assess the extent to which its compliance activities contribute to, and align with, the outcomes of the cash economy strategic framework. Developing measures of effectiveness as part of the Community Participation Assurance Framework would assist the ATO to determine the nature and extent of its future compliance activities to address the cash economy.

16. Cash economy compliance cases had only around half the return on investment of the average compliance cases the ATO conducted in 2015. While there are indications of increasingly effective case selection, the ANAO identified further opportunities for the ATO to improve the selection of cash economy compliance cases. By adjusting case selection parameters the ATO could take into account the: potential average liability that could be raised; distribution of cases across industries; size of the industry’s high risk population; and impost on lower risk industries of high case numbers.

17. Even though over 80 per cent of compliance cases with taxpayers were completed within the allocated time for the ATO to conduct the case, the more complex audit and review cases that produce higher liabilities were more likely to be overdue. This means the ATO could improve the timeliness of its more complex cash economy review and audit cases.

**Help and education**

18. The ATO’s cash and hidden economy communications framework sets out the business intent, objectives and key messages for help and education activities that address the cash economy risk. The framework is evidence based and complemented by strategic activities that target specific groups and emerging cash economy risks identified through the ATO’s risk based work.
19. The ATO website provides a wide range of general and targeted information about the cash economy risk, including information on the small business benchmarks. Targeted information is consistent with the ATO’s omitted income risk assessment and risk treatment plan.

20. The ATO measures the audience reach of individual communication products, but has not comprehensively evaluated the effectiveness of its cash economy help and education activities against the evaluation measures in annual communications frameworks. Consequently, it has not measured the value for money from these activities. To measure behavioural change, the ATO conducts community and business surveys and, in 2015, developed evaluation measures for three targeted industry strategies. While not having completed this work, the ATO advised that initial results were promising.

Quality assurance and objections

21. The ATO has implemented processes that effectively assure the quality of cash economy compliance decisions and takes corrective actions to address identified issues. While the maturity of assurance processes varies, the current arrangements provide a sound foundation for continuous improvement of staff capability and the quality of cash economy compliance decisions.

22. The number of objections and complaints made against cash economy compliance decisions is relatively low. Over four years (2011–12 to 2014–15), the ATO consistently exceeded and improved its performance against the timeliness service standard for completing objections against cash economy compliance decisions. Over the same period, objection decisions were subject to relatively few appeals (seven per cent).

Recommendations

Recommendation No.1
Paragraph 2.6

To measure progress in achieving the outcomes in the ATO’s Community Participation Assurance Framework and to guide its future cash economy compliance activities, the ANAO recommends that the ATO establishes and reports against defined indicators and targets for the measures of success in the framework.

ATO response: Agreed.

Recommendation No.2
Paragraph 2.25

The ANAO recommends that the ATO reports on the achievement of indirect revenue targets associated with Federal Budget funding for ATO cash economy activities.

ATO response: Agreed.
Summary of entity response

23. The ATO’s summary response to the report is provided below, while its full response is at Appendix 1.

The ATO welcomes this review and considers the report supportive of our overall approach to managing the cash and hidden economy. The review recognises that our new approach is consistent with international approaches, that our planning, liaison and reporting arrangements are sound, our activities are increasingly cost effective and considerable attention was given to identifying and documenting how we would measure our success in tackling a problem that challenges all governments. The ATO agrees with the two recommendations contained in the report.
Audit Findings
1. Background

Introduction

In Australia, and similar countries internationally, the cash and hidden economy (cash economy) is a constant presence in the domestic economy. Sometimes also referred to as the 'shadow', 'non-observed' or 'underground' economy, the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) defines the cash economy as referring to businesses that deliberately hide income, from cash or electronic transactions, to avoid paying tax or superannuation obligations on the income they receive.

The operation of the cash economy is a major, longstanding tax integrity risk for the ATO.

Scale of the cash economy and participants

By its nature, the size of the cash economy is difficult to measure and while the ATO has undertaken some analysis in this area, it does not have an estimate of the level of revenue at risk from cash economy activities. The ATO does however consider that the Australian Bureau of Statistics' latest estimate (2013) of the non-observed economy—1.5 per cent of gross domestic product—sets an outer limit for the potential size of the cash economy.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics' estimate of the non-observed economy remain stable, at approximately 1.5 per cent, for the ten years from 2000–01 to 2010–11.

The ATO has identified that the population at risk of operating in the cash economy is approximately 1.6 million businesses (mostly micro and small businesses with an annual turnover up to $15 million) operating across 233 industries that are more likely to have regular access to cash. The ATO has also identified that 58 of those industries are at a higher risk of operating in the cash economy, particularly restaurants, cafes and takeaway businesses, building and construction, and personal services (hair and beauty). Owners of those types of businesses deal directly with their customers and can avoid their taxation and other obligations by under-reporting income, understating cash receipts, and/or overstating business expenses.

While cash remains the common payment method for low-value transactions, accounting for approximately 70 per cent of payments under $20, the amount of cash used in everyday transactions is decreasing. Cash transactions have declined for a number of reasons, including the adoption of electronic forms of payment, growth of online sales, and the introduction of contactless card payments such as eTags.

There is evidence that businesses are using sales suppression software to manipulate records created by electronic cash registers or computerised point of sale systems to avoid their taxation obligations.

6 The term 'hidden economy' recognises the growth and impact of non-cash payments, such as electronic payments through merchant facilities, specialised payment systems and e-commerce portals, as other channels to conceal income.

7 In 2014–15, Australia's nominal GDP was $1620.4 billion.


1. Background

Introduction

1.1 In Australia, and similar countries internationally, the cash and hidden economy (cash economy) is a constant presence in the domestic economy. Sometimes also referred to as the ‘shadow’, ‘non-observed’ or ‘underground’ economy, the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) defines the cash economy as referring to businesses that deliberately hide income, from cash or electronic transactions, to avoid paying tax or superannuation obligations on the income they receive. The operation of the cash economy is a major, long-standing tax integrity risk for the ATO.

Scale of the cash economy and participants

1.2 By its nature, the size of the cash economy is difficult to measure and while the ATO has undertaken some analysis in this area, it does not have an estimate of the level of revenue at risk from cash economy activities. The ATO does however consider that the Australian Bureau of Statistics’ latest estimate (2013) of the non-observed economy—1.5 per cent of gross domestic product—sets an outer limit for the potential size of the cash economy. The Australian Bureau of Statistics’ estimate of the non-observed economy remained stable, at approximately 1.5 per cent, for the ten years from 2000–01 to 2010–11.

1.3 The ATO has identified that the population at risk of operating in the cash economy is approximately 1.6 million businesses (mostly micro and small businesses with an annual turnover up to $15 million) operating across 233 industries that are more likely to have regular access to cash. The ATO has also identified that 58 of those industries are at a higher risk of operating in the cash economy, particularly restaurants, cafes and takeaway businesses, building and construction, and personal services (hair and beauty). Owners of those types of businesses deal directly with their customers and can avoid their taxation and other obligations by under-reporting income, understating cash receipts, and/or overstating business expenses.

1.4 While cash remains the common payment method for low-value transactions, accounting for approximately 70 per cent of payments under $20, the amount of cash used in everyday transactions is decreasing. Cash transactions have declined for a number of reasons, including the adoption of electronic forms of payment, growth of online sales, and the introduction of contactless card payments such as eTags. There is evidence that businesses are using sales suppression software to manipulate records created by electronic cash registers or computerised point of sale systems to avoid their taxation obligations.

---

6 The term ‘hidden economy’ recognises the growth and impact of non-cash payments, such as electronic payments through merchant facilities, specialised payment systems and e-commerce portals, as other channels to conceal income.

7 In 2014–15, Australia’s nominal GDP was $1620.4 billion.


Strategies and activities to address the cash economy

1.5 A 2012 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development report described the approaches adopted by 26 revenue bodies (including Australia) to address the underground economy. While the report indicated that few revenue bodies had comprehensive strategies to address the problem at that time, eight core elements were identified from the existing strategies:

- whole of revenue body coordination;
- comprehensive research efforts;
- enhanced risk detection;
- a broad set of treatment strategies;
- effective whole-of-government cooperation;
- leveraging off key intermediaries such as tax practitioners and industry representatives;
- wide use of media; and
- evaluation of the effectiveness of compliance strategies.

1.6 Following the ATO’s participation in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s report, the ATO’s approach to treating the cash economy risk shifted in 2014–15. From focusing primarily on audit activities, the ATO moved to a broad omitted income focus on registration, lodgment and correct reporting by small businesses as part of an overarching community participation and assurance framework. The strategies comprise two elements: community participation and engagement, using a range of media and social media channels; and compliance activities, including taxpayer audits and reviews.

1.7 The ATO uses risk assessment tools to automate the identification and risk assessment of non-compliant taxpayers. These tools draw on a range of data sources, including ATO internal data, industry data and third-party data (from merchants and financial institutions) and information from electronic retailers, community and other external referrals, and media information.

1.8 The ATO’s cash economy strategies and activities are primarily being conducted by 379 full-time equivalent staff in the Small Business line of the Client Engagement Group. The total budget for the cash economy function in 2015–16 was $39.5 million.

Compliance activity outcomes

1.9 In the last four years (2011–12 to 2014–15), the ATO completed approximately 74 000 compliance cases with taxpayers (an average of 18 500 cases annually). Figure 1.1 shows that the ATO raised an average of $192.6 million in liabilities annually and exceeded revenue targets for the cash economy for three of the previous four years.

---

1.10 In the last four years, the ATO also finalised 1281 objections relating to cash economy cases—an objection rate of 7.1 per cent. The ATO collected an average of $114 million annually from cash economy compliance cases in the last four years.

### Audit approach

1.11 The objective of this audit was to assess the effectiveness of the ATO’s strategies and activities to address the cash and hidden economy.

1.12 To form a conclusion against this objective, the ANAO adopted the following high-level criteria:

- effective management arrangements support the compliance strategies and activities;
- compliance risks are effectively identified and guide case selection; and
- compliance activities are conducted effectively to treat risks.

1.13 The ANAO designated the ATO as the sole audited entity. Audit fieldwork was largely conducted between June and September 2015. During this time, the audit team: reviewed documentation and interviewed key staff at a number of ATO sites; analysed data for compliance activities, such as closed compliance cases, penalties, objections and appeals; and consulted with a broad range of stakeholder groups, including government entities, industry and taxation stakeholder groups.

1.14 The audit was conducted in accordance with ANAO auditing standards at a cost to the ANAO of approximately $520 000.

---

11 The ANAO calculated the objection rate by dividing the total number of completed compliance cases that raised a tax liability by the total number of completed objections (see Chapter 4 for a description of the case analysis).
2. Management arrangements

Areas examined
The ANAO examined whether the ATO has effective management arrangements, including a strategic framework that aligns planning, operational activities and performance reporting activities, to support cash economy compliance strategies and activities.

Conclusion
Since 2014–15, the ATO has been implementing a new multi-year strategy aimed at providing a framework to address the cash economy. Planning, liaison and staff capability aspects of this framework have been sound, although the framework does not contain measures of success for its specified outcomes. In November 2015, the ATO moved the cash economy activity to a new organisational structure, which impacts on the level of assurance that can be given about the effectiveness of the current management arrangements. While monitoring the outputs from cash economy compliance activities has been adequate, a project for a cash economy Budget measure was closed without reporting on the achievement of indirect revenue targets.

Areas for improvement
The ANAO made two recommendations aimed at: measuring the outcomes from the strategic framework for the cash economy; and improving the ATO’s monitoring and reporting on revenue commitments for cash economy Budget measures. The ANAO also suggested (paragraph 2.5) that the ATO include the results from surveys of tax practitioners, industry associations or ATO staff working on the cash economy as indicators of progress against some of the high-level outcomes in the strategic framework for addressing the cash economy risk.

Is there a strategic framework, supported by adequate planning, liaison and staff capability arrangements, for managing the cash economy risk?

The ATO established an overarching strategic framework in 2014–15 to address the cash economy—the Community Participation Assurance Framework. However, the framework lacks measures of success for its specified outcomes. While the framework has been supported by sound planning, liaison and staff capability arrangements in the ATO, various organisational changes have limited the level of assurance that can be given about the effectiveness of current management arrangements.

Community Participation Assurance Framework

2.1 In 2012, an Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development forum, focusing on tax administration, recommended that revenue bodies consider the merits of developing an explicit overarching strategy to address tax compliance issues for their respective underground economies.12

2.2 Beginning in 2013–14, the ATO has been developing an overarching strategic framework for the cash economy, the Community Participation Assurance (COMPASS) Framework. The framework guides the ATO’s planning and operational activities for the cash economy risk. The ATO considers that COMPASS is a living document that summarises a new, expanded strategy for addressing the cash economy over the next three to four years. Table 2.1 outlines the proposed outcomes, measures of success and actions of the framework.

Table 2.1: Summary of the Community Participation Assurance (COMPASS) Framework, 2014–15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Measure of success</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Improved engagement with the community | Increasing community confidence:  
• for example, improved understanding of the adverse community impacts of non-participation  
Increases in:  
• for example, the proportion of total tax paid voluntarily | Engaging with the community:  
• for example, clearly inform the community about progress made  
Working with our staff:  
• for example, improve how we listen to staff and capture their input  
Managing our risk and work:  
• for example, take a single view of the client and seek to manage the risk across all pillars of compliance and through appropriate intermediaries |
| 2. Improved authority to act | | |
| 3. Improved outcomes for the community | Increases in:  
• new debt associated with the population  
Decreases in:  
• for example, staff that understand the context of the work they do and have the capabilities to do it | |

Note a: The framework contains a total of 15 ‘measures of success’, which without clearly defined indicators and specified targets are unable to be measured and reported against.

Source: ATO, COMPASS Framework.

2.3 The framework explicitly incorporates the ATO’s risk based approach to engagement with people in the taxation and superannuation systems, from low risk (minimal touch) to high risk (high touch), and aligns the corporate approach to relevant cash economy activities. Figure 2.1 shows the approach of the ATO and COMPASS to differentiating treatments and minimising unnecessary compliance costs.
2.4 In COMPASS: minimal–low touch is estimated to apply to 81.7 per cent of the target population; medium touch, 17.5 per cent; and high touch, 0.8 per cent. In 2015–16, ATO staff who deliver compliance activities for the cash economy receive technical support that is accessible, timely and addresses identified staff training needs.

2.5 The current version of COMPASS includes aspirational and operational statements that do not include details of how the high-level measures of success are to be measured. As the ATO already has the ability to measure community confidence through surveys, it could—through surveys of tax practitioners, industry associations or ATO staff working on the cash economy—include the results as indicators of progress against some of the outcomes in COMPASS. As discussed in Chapter 4, these measures of success would assist the ATO to determine the nature and extent of its future compliance activities to address the cash economy.

Recommendation No.1

2.6 To measure progress in achieving the outcomes in the ATO’s Community Participation Assurance Framework and to guide its future cash economy compliance activities, the ANAO recommends that the ATO establishes and reports against defined indicators and targets for the measures of success in the framework.

ATO response: Agreed.

2.7 As noted in the report, the ATO regularly evaluates the effectiveness of its cash economy activities. These evaluations are done at the program level (including work currently underway to measure a range of small and medium business income tax gaps) and at the tactical level, for specific industry focus areas.

2.8 The ATO is committed to improving the measurement of the outcomes of the work it undertakes across the range of activities it carries out to improve willing participation in the tax and superannuation systems. In developing the measures of success for its overarching framework for the cash and hidden economy the ATO will utilise a range of existing and new indicators and targets.
2.9 From 2011 to October 2015, the cash economy risk and related compliance activities were managed in another ATO business line—the Tax Practitioner, Lodgment Strategy and Compliance Support line. Effective from 1 November 2015, the cash economy activity and 379 full-time equivalent staff were integrated into a new Small Business line in the Client Engagement Group, which is the focal point for the ATO’s interaction with small business. A new Small Business line plan for 2015–19 is to include the cash economy work. The combination of this recent organisational change, the ongoing Reinventing the ATO program and the ATO’s commitment to the Government of reducing staffing levels by more than 3000 since July 2013, limits the level of assurance that can be given about the effectiveness of the ATO’s current management arrangements for managing the cash economy risk.

Liaison within ATO and with external forums

2.10 To support its work on the cash economy, the ATO has established liaison arrangements across different areas of the organisation, whole-of-government and internationally, which informs it about current and emerging issues, as shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Summary of liaison arrangements for the cash economy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liaison arrangement type</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATO Client Engagement Group forum with other business lines</td>
<td>• Small Business Service Improvement Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint activities with other business lines in the Client Engagement Group</td>
<td>• Joint risk pilot with (former) Small Business/Individual Taxpayers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Compliance case referrals and liaison with Private Groups and High Wealth Individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ongoing liaison, for example, with: Indirect Tax; Smarter Data; and Review and Dispute Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic forums</td>
<td>• Joint Agency Strategic Working Group (Australian Government members)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATO consultation groups</td>
<td>• BAS Agent Association Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lodgment Working Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Small Business Liaison Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International forums</td>
<td>• Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Forum on Tax Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• International Forum on Electronic Sales Suppression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Merchant Acquirer Data Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• International revenue conferences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ANAO research and analysis of information provided by the ATO during audit fieldwork, 2015.

---

13 The ATO is undertaking a series of reforms to its core business that will be long-term and impacts on ATO staff and the community.
Does the ATO evaluate performance and report on cash economy outcomes?

The ATO has regularly evaluated the effectiveness of its cash economy activities. While earlier evaluations were largely inconclusive due to data limitations and difficulty in attributing results to treatment strategies, a 2014 evaluation was positive and proposed future reviews of the risk. Additional reviews were not conducted during this audit.

The governance and reporting framework for the cash economy in the business line supports reporting processes. While there are no program-level performance indicators, the ATO’s cash economy activities are included in recent ATO annual reports, and are of ongoing interest to the Parliament.

Applying the Compliance Effectiveness Methodology

2.11 Since 2009, the ATO has been using a Compliance Effectiveness Methodology to measure whether the ATO’s compliance strategies have achieved positive and sustainable change in people’s tax compliance behaviour in a way that builds community confidence.

2.12 The Compliance Effectiveness Methodology was first applied to the cash economy risk in 2009 and the approach has evolved over time, including the strategies, goals and indicators of success. Both ATO Internal Audit (2012–13) and the ANAO (2013–14)\(^1\) have reviewed elements of the Compliance Effectiveness Methodology’s application to the cash economy and reported positively on the process. Table 2.3 sets out the two most recent Compliance Effectiveness Methodology evaluations for the cash economy that were completed, in 2013 and 2015.

Table 2.3: Current Compliance Effectiveness Methodology evaluations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year / Focus of evaluation</th>
<th>Success goals</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>ANAO assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>August 2013 Cash Economy Macro Compliance Effectiveness</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19 Quantitative and qualitative</td>
<td>Effectiveness results were mixed with limitations due to data unavailability and specific results not being attributable solely to the ATO’s treatment strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2015 Cash Economy Small Business Benchmarks</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18 Quantitative and qualitative</td>
<td>Effectiveness results were mixed with limitations due to: data complexity; lack of evidence to support indicators; and specific results not being attributable solely to the ATO’s treatment strategy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ANAO analysis of Compliance Effectiveness Methodology evaluation reports.

2.13 The ATO has no further Compliance Effectiveness Methodology evaluations currently planned that would assist with improving the compliance strategies and making resource decisions for the cash economy risk. The ATO advised that its future investments in cash economy activities are to be evaluated alongside evaluations of other key investments in compliance activities within the Client Engagement Group.

\(^1\) ANAO Report No.39 2013–14, *Compliance Effectiveness Methodology.*
Annual review of the cash economy strategy

2.14 In late 2014, the ATO reviewed the cash economy strategy and provided the information to the ATO’s Audit and Risk Subcommittee in 2015. In considering the desired outcomes from COMPASS, the review positively assessed the effectiveness of the treatment strategies. The review’s commentary on the effectiveness of the ATO’s treatment strategies included: reference to a sample of cash economy industries that showed that compliance levels were either maintained or there was no significant decline over a ten-year period; and noted, since 2011, a general upward trend in community confidence about the ATO’s ability to deal with people who did not declare all of their income.

2.15 Future reviews of the risk were proposed with an increased focus on: evaluating the effectiveness of the treatment strategy; and consulting with industry and the tax profession about ways to effectively address the cash economy risk. No such reviews were conducted while this audit was being undertaken.

Governance and reporting

2.16 Topical matters for the cash economy risk are reported and discussed at various operational, planning and strategic forums in the ATO. Meetings are held routinely, for example, weekly Directors’ meetings and monthly Executive meetings for the business line and the ATO Executive. However, there are no specific performance indicators for the cash economy risk in ATO business line plans.

2.17 While the cash economy was not referred to in the Department of the Treasury’s Portfolio Budget Statements for the ATO in the last four years, advice is contained in the ATO’s annual reports for the same period that includes activities undertaken to address the cash economy. The topic is also regularly raised in parliamentary committee hearings, for example, by the Standing Committee on Tax and Revenue.

Is the ATO adequately monitoring revenue targets and collections?

The revenue raised and cash collected from compliance activity for the cash economy was included in management reports in the former ATO business line administering that work. While monitoring was largely adequate, the project for one recent cash economy Budget measure was closed despite the ATO not having monitored whether a commitment made to the Government to raise indirect revenue from compliance activity had been met.

2.18 Two key management reports (Dashboard and Snapshot) are used in the Tax Practitioner, Lodgment Strategy and Compliance Support business line to monitor and report on base (business as usual) compliance activities and separate Federal Budget revenue commitments to government. The reports are produced monthly and at the end of the financial year and are available to both operational and Executive staff in the business line. The Snapshot report contains detailed views of planned and actual performance, and commentary explaining any variances.

---

Potential opportunities to change the future investment of resources were suggested, including changing the emphasis from traditional compliance activity to increased early engagement with the community and business taxpayers, and identifying businesses operating outside the taxation system.
2.19 Table 2.4 sets out the cash economy revenue details for the previous four years (2011–12 to 2014–15). The total liabilities raised from compliance activities for the period was $770.5 million, and cash was collected of $456.2 million.

Table 2.4: Cash economy revenue monitoring, 2011–12 to 2014–15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Revenue target ($m)</th>
<th>Liabilities raised ($m)</th>
<th>Strike rate (per cent)</th>
<th>Cash collected ($m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011–12</td>
<td>145.5</td>
<td>157.0</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>94.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012–13</td>
<td>173.5</td>
<td>193.8</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>119.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013–14</td>
<td>230.9</td>
<td>197.3</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>114.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014–15</td>
<td>218.2</td>
<td>222.4</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>128.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note a: A compliance activity strike rate is the number of audit and enforcement cases completed as a result, as a percentage of all audit and enforcement cases completed. An outcome includes debits, credits or notional tax recorded against the case.

Source: ATO advice, 2015.

2.20 The ATO’s cash economy revenue target, which is based on liabilities raised, was exceeded for three of the previous four years. While revenue targets and the liabilities raised differ between ATO business lines, the cash collected in the Tax Practitioner, Lodgment Strategy and Compliance Support business line in 2012–13 for the cash economy compares favourably to other business line outcomes that year:

- Tax Practitioner, Lodgment Strategy and Compliance Support—cash collected for the cash economy—61 per cent (from liabilities raised of $193.8 million);
- Small Business/Individual Taxpayers—cash collected for capital gains tax from small businesses—28 per cent (from liabilities raised of $54.2 million); and
- Private Groups and High Wealth Individuals—cash collected for High Wealth Individuals—26 per cent (from liabilities raised of $1067 million).

2.21 To increase the attention given to actual revenue raised, the ATO should consider setting targets for cash economy cash collection amounts, in addition to, or in place of, targets for liabilities raised.

Federal Budget funding measures

2.22 Since 2009–10, the ATO has received additional funding in the Federal Budget on three occasions for compliance activities in relation to the cash economy. This additional funding totalled some $144.8 million, and the ATO reported that the Budget funding was to be used to raise an additional $631.2 million in revenue. Only the measure for 2010–11 was devoted entirely to the cash economy risk. Table 2.5 summarises the status of those elements within each Budget measure that were devoted to cash economy activities.

Table 2.5: Additional Budget funding for the cash economy risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Budget measure</th>
<th>ATO revenue commitment</th>
<th>Cash economy funding</th>
<th>Status and ANAO assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009–10</td>
<td>Strategic compliance—promoting a level playing field for small business • Business Performance Benchmarks</td>
<td>$18.4 million</td>
<td>$14.9 million over four years</td>
<td>Completed: • revenue commitment was met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010–11</td>
<td>ATO compliance program—dealing with the cash economy</td>
<td>$491.8 million</td>
<td>$107.9 million over four years</td>
<td>Completed: • revenue commitment was partially met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012–13</td>
<td>Tax compliance—maintaining the integrity of the tax and superannuation system • Maintaining a Level Playing Field (LPF) for Small Business • Strengthening Foundations (SF)</td>
<td>LPF: $60.3 million SF: $60.7 million</td>
<td>LPF: $14.01 million over four years SF: $8 million over four years</td>
<td>Still current: • revenue commitments met in first two years for both</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ANAO analysis of Budget papers and ATO documents.

2.23 The earlier two Budget measures have been completed and were managed as projects using standard ATO project management documentation. The outline and closure reports—for low profile, low impact projects—were mostly adequately completed for both projects.

2.24 The 2010–11 compliance measure had two components: direct and indirect revenue from liabilities. The ATO met the direct liabilities target and has closed the project. However, the ATO has not yet measured and reported on whether the indirect revenue commitments have also been met. A methodology is being developed for reporting the indirect commitments, which are described as consequential revenue from compliance activity, that is, a change in people’s behaviour after compliance action has been taken. The ATO intends to apply the methodology retrospectively to measure the indirect revenue outcome. Future ATO reporting on Budget commitments would be improved by more transparent and timely reporting during the period covered by the Budget funding.

Recommendation No.2

2.25 The ANAO recommends that the ATO reports on the achievement of indirect revenue targets associated with Federal Budget funding for ATO cash economy activities.

ATO response: Agreed.

---

18 The total for the direct revenue target was $283.3 million or 57.6 per cent of the total commitment of $491.8 million.
3. Risk management and case selection

Areas examined
The ANAO examined whether the ATO’s risk management and case selection processes support an optimal selection of cases for compliance activity.

Conclusion
The cash economy is a major tax integrity threat for the ATO, with a high risk rating. The ATO has a clearly defined cash economy risk population. Within this population, the ATO has identified specific industries and potentially high risk taxpayers, but has not undertaken a robust estimation of the revenue at risk from the cash economy.

A comprehensive range of information sources, both internal and external to the ATO, support the identification of risks for the cash economy and various risk tools are used to identify and guide the selection of high risk cases for treatment. Case selection processes are evolving to better support an optimal selection of cases for compliance activity.

Areas for improvement
The ANAO has noted the ATO’s commitment to publish an annual estimate of the revenue at risk for the cash economy (paragraph 3.7).

Has the ATO adequately defined and managed the cash economy risk?

The ATO has adequately defined and managed the cash economy risk by having in place a current and sufficiently detailed risk assessment, risk treatment plan and schedule for reviewing the cash economy risk, which collectively meet the corporate requirements for risk management. Additionally, a formal methodology is in place to prioritise and treat emerging issues for the cash economy.

While the risk population has been clearly identified, and the ATO has conducted some analysis, it does not have a robust estimate of the level of revenue at risk from the cash economy. The ATO should publish an annual estimate of the revenue at risk from the cash economy, which it has committed to doing in 2016.

3.1 The ATO’s first formal definition of the cash economy was in 1996. The cash economy risk is a major tax integrity threat for the ATO, with a high risk rating. The risk is described at an operational level as: the failure of cash economy businesses, including those outside the system, to report all of their income leading to lower levels of compliance with the taxation system. The ATO currently relies on multiple sources of information to define the cash economy risk, for example, information from: businesses and industry groups; tax practitioners and the community; involvement in international forums; and data matching activities.19

3.2 In 2015–16, a dedicated team is responsible for risk and strategy activities including: analysing the cash economy population; identifying emerging risks; and data analytics and case

19 Data matching activities include identification of discrepancies between the income declared by a taxpayer to the ATO and data received from the taxpayer’s bank.
selection, which supported the delivery of compliance activities to address the cash economy. The team’s work is underpinned by the ATO’s Enterprise Risk Management Framework. Key risk documents—assessments, treatment plans and reviews—are stored in the Enterprise Risk Manager, which is an ATO-wide risk register. For the cash economy risk, the most recent version of the required documents stored in the Enterprise Risk Manager system, as at December 2015, were:

- **Enterprise Risk Assessment, 2012**;
- **Risk Treatment Plan, 2014**; and
- **Risk Review (Quarterly), April 2015**. An annual review, scheduled for 2015–16, was deferred by the ATO in order to incorporate findings from the ANAO’s audit of the cash economy risk.

### The risk population and revenue at risk

3.3 For the ATO’s purposes, the cash economy risk population is approximately 1.6 million businesses (mostly micro and small businesses with an annual turnover up to $15 million) operating across 233 industries. The ATO has identified that 58 of those industries are at a higher risk of operating in the cash economy and, in 2012, accounted for 74 per cent of the risk population. Given the growth of the hidden economy, such as electronic payments through merchant facilities, specialised payment systems and e-commerce portals, as other channels to conceal income, the ATO acknowledged in 2013–14 that a review of the historical cash economy base population would be timely and could impact on its compliance activity. No change has yet been made by the ATO.

3.4 While the ATO has undertaken some work in this area, it does not have a robust estimate of the taxation revenue foregone from the cash economy population. The longstanding rationale is that the revenue at risk from the operation of the cash economy is a component of the entire tax gap. Difficulty in defining the overall tax gap, and the lack of a universally accepted methodology for measuring the tax gap, has resulted in the ATO not providing an accurate assessment of the amount of revenue foregone. The ATO does however consider that the Australian Bureau of Statistics’ latest estimate (2013) of the non-observed economy—1.5 per cent of gross domestic product—sets an outer limit for the potential size of the cash economy.

3.5 Similar to Australia, the Canada Revenue Agency uses underground economy trend estimates produced by Statistics Canada, in relation to gross domestic product, to increase its knowledge of the underground economy, but does not publish a tax gap estimate. In the United Kingdom, HM Revenue and Customs publishes tax gap analyses, including estimates of the value of the hidden economy, and tax evasion, as tax gap behaviours.

3.6 As mentioned previously, the Australian Bureau of Statistics’ estimate of the non-observed economy remained stable, at approximately 1.5 per cent, for the ten years from 2000–01 to 2010–11. However, without a reliable estimate of the revenue at risk for the cash economy, the impact of the ATO’s activities cannot be determined.

---

20 The ATO reported on the tax gap analyses in its *Annual report 2014–15*, pp. 42–43.
3.7 The publication of a robust estimate of the revenue at risk from the cash economy in Australia would contribute to increased transparency by the ATO—and enable the estimate to become a performance indicator for the ATO’s management of the cash economy risk over time. In this regard, the ATO advised it will include an estimate of the revenue at risk for the cash economy as part of its forward work program to produce a range of tax gap estimates. The ANAO also noted that, in 2015, the ATO advised the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Tax and Revenue that it would produce tax gap estimates in 2016 of small and medium business income tax, which will address the estimated revenue at risk for the cash economy.22

Strategies and activities for treating the risk

3.8 A 2014 risk treatment plan describes the ATO’s approach to treating the cash economy risk and directly links to the 2012 risk assessment. Table 3.1 summarises key elements of the treatment plan. Among the stakeholders (risk participants) identified by the ATO are businesses and consumers, media, employees, tax practitioners, industry associations and the ATO. There are also four intended outcomes listed in the treatment plan that are consistent with the COMPASS framework.

Table 3.1: Key elements of the cash economy risk treatment plan, 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk drivers for non-compliant businesses</th>
<th>Treatment strategy</th>
<th>Treatment method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Opportunity: access to cash and/or other income streams that can be hidden (for example, online trading)</td>
<td>• Treat the risk in a defined population (businesses with a turnover of less than $15 million)</td>
<td>• Engage with the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Motivation: usually, self-interest</td>
<td>• Primarily focus on lodgment and correct reporting obligations</td>
<td>• Identify and treat higher risk taxpayers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rationalisation: financial survival; cultural ignorance; anti-establishment; and behaviour consistent with peers</td>
<td>• Also focus on registration and payment obligations by working with other ATO business lines</td>
<td>• Educate taxpayers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Collaborate with intermediaries to reach members and clients (for example, tax practitioners, industry representatives, banks and software providers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify and quantify emerging issues using intelligence and research capability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


3.9 Since 2013–14, a formal methodology has been used to prioritise and treat emerging issues for the cash economy. In 2014–15 and 2015–16, a total of 24 separate issues were identified and considered for treatment as a pilot activity. Cash economy work: has been completed in relation to Bitcoin and pop-up shops (2014); is in progress for collaborative

---

consumption\textsuperscript{23} and unmatched eBay data (2015); and is planned for sales suppression.\textsuperscript{24} Reports have been prepared for completed pilots that have contained recommendations for no further action, identified potential areas for improvement with existing compliance activities or recommended further research is undertaken.

**Does the ATO have effective processes for selecting cases for cash economy compliance activity?**

| The ATO has established effective processes for selecting cases for compliance activity, based on an assessment of risk. Multiple sources of information support the operation of two key risk tools for case selection: small business benchmarks and the Unrealistic Business Income model. The ATO is strengthening its processes for selecting cases for cash economy compliance activity, and there is also scope to streamline the process for allocating cases to the compliance teams. |

3.10 Target selection for the cash economy population is risk based, which means that the ATO uses a combination of risk models, information sources, lifestyle indicators and benchmarks to focus on the area of highest risk or of potentially greatest influence for compliance activity.

**Sources of risk information**

3.11 The cash economy risk and strategy team received a total of 21,683 referrals in the last two years (2013–14 and 2014–15) from a wide range of sources including: the ATO’s Tax Evasion Reporting Centre, which handles community referrals; other ATO business lines; ministerial correspondence; and government agencies, such as the Australian Federal Police. The referrals are stored in a central database, treated on a case-by-case basis, and the outcomes are recorded. Only high priority referrals are actioned, while medium and low priority referrals can be used to guide treatment strategies for specific industries.

3.12 The ATO undertakes data matching to identify potential cash economy cases using its own data, for example, income tax returns and business activity statements, and data sourced from third parties including merchant data (card transactions) and online retailing sites (such as eBay).

**Risk assessment tools and reviews**

3.13 An overview of the tools either in use or under development by the ATO to perform risk assessments specifically for the cash economy population is set out in Table 3.2. ATO enterprise-wide systems are also used to assess risks for the cash economy.

\textsuperscript{23} Collaborative consumption describes arrangements that connect buyers and sellers for economic activity. The arrangements are generally booked through a facilitator using a website or app, for example, renting out or letting a room or car parking space, see <https://www.ato.gov.au/business/gst/in-detail/managing-gst-in-your-business/general-guides/the-sharing-economy-and-tax/> [accessed 8 March 2016].

\textsuperscript{24} Sales suppression software (also known as zapper software or technology) is used to manipulate records created by electronic cash registers or computerised point of sale systems.
Table 3.2: Risk assessment tools for the cash economy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Small Business Benchmarks           | - Benchmarks are calculated from information reported in businesses’ income tax returns and activity statements. These include performance benchmarks, such as income tax ratios, and input benchmarks, such as estimates of business turnover based on the labour and materials used.  
- Benchmarks are one indicator used to identify, for review or audit, businesses that may be operating in the cash economy.                                                                                      | Business-as-usual |
| Unrealistic Business Income model    | - A set of business rules used to identify segments of the cash economy risk population that have reported unrealistic business income, which is a risk indicator.  
- The individual indicators of likely omitted income include: unrealistic business income; and high consumption and asset acquisition by households reporting low income.                                                   | Business-as-usual |
| Risk Differentiation Framework      | - A compliance modelling tool that uses likelihood and consequence assessments to provide a relative risk profile for a specified population of taxpayers.  
- The intention is to risk assess and prioritise the cash economy population.                                                                                                                                 | Under development|
| Cash Economy Analytical Model       | - The model uses compliance case results to predict an anticipated average revenue adjustment amount for taxpayers for periods of up to four income years.                                                                                                | Under development|

Source: ANAO analysis of ATO documents and advice during audit fieldwork.

3.14 The ATO is currently moving towards using the Risk Differentiation Framework as the primary case selection tool for the cash economy. In the interim, the ATO will continue to use a combination of risk factors derived from the small business benchmarks and Unrealistic Business Income model. However, the future direction could change in the context of the evolution of the Smarter Data program and movement of the cash economy workforce to the new Small Business line (as outlined in Chapter 2), where other risk models are in use.

3.15 In 2015, the ATO initiated a number of reviews to confirm the various risk tools were operating as expected and to identify improvements for future case selection and compliance activity, as follows:

- reviews of up to 700 closed cases were assessed to identify areas for improvement when selecting cases using the Unrealistic Business Income model and other potential risks, such as the small business benchmarks; and
- additional targeted case refinement work on 300 businesses was being undertaken to test the business rules in the Unrealistic Business Income model and support future case work.

---

25 The Smarter Data program is a strategic program that involves a whole-of-ATO approach to risk assessment, intelligence, analytics, data management and technology.
3.16 Even though information on the small business benchmarks is maintained on the ATO’s website, information on the Unrealistic Business Income model is not published and the model’s business rules have not been subject to an annual review. The review of closed cases was finalised in 2015, and work on the outcomes is ongoing with the Smarter Data business line. However, the ATO advised in January 2016 that the case refinement work on 300 businesses was expected to be completed by the end of June 2016, with a view to also working with the Smarter Data business line to implement any suggestions for improvements.

**Case selection and allocation processes**

3.17 Figure 3.1 provides an overview of the case selection process and outcomes from cash economy compliance activities, including referrals to other ATO business lines and the continuous feedback of information to support risk identification activities.

**Figure 3.1:** Case selection and outcomes from cash economy compliance activities

![Diagram](image)

Source: ANAO analysis of ATO diagrams.

3.18 While the potential case pool that can be generated for cash economy compliance activity is much larger, a high risk population of 200,000 potential candidates is maintained and refreshed. Based on a set of selection parameters, cases—either from the top 200,000 or the full population of cash economy businesses that have not lodged a business activity statement and are at risk—are matched to a particular treatment strategy (for example, a review or audit). The different treatment strategies used for the cash economy are discussed in Chapter 4.

3.19 The ATO’s risk and strategy team maintain a Demand Manager program and cases are loaded for allocation to ATO sites following an email request from a staff member to a central point of contact. The ATO has recognised that increased automation of that process would enable teams in different sites to better manage their case workload by directly selecting and requesting cases in a more timely way.
4. Conducting compliance activities

Areas examined
The ANAO examined whether the ATO’s compliance activities conducted for the cash economy were effectively treating the risk.

Conclusion
The ATO’s approach to treating the cash economy risk currently involves the ATO undertaking a wide range and large number of compliance activities. These activities are risk based and focus on treating industries identified by the ATO as high risk. From 2011–12 to 2014–15, the ATO completed over 70,000 compliance cases for the cash economy and raised around $780 million in liabilities from taxation revenue and penalties, of which around $456 million in cash was collected. In achieving these results, the ATO met its own liability targets for cash economy activities in three of the four previous years, and completed most compliance cases in a timely way. While there are indications of increasingly effective case selection, the ANAO identified further opportunities for the ATO to prioritise its cash economy compliance activities.

The ATO does not have measures of the outcomes of cash economy compliance activities. To enable a sound assessment of the extent to which compliance activities conducted for the cash economy are effectively treating the risk, the ATO should put in place measures of effectiveness as part of the Community Participation Assurance Framework (COMPASS).

Areas for improvement
The ANAO made two suggestions, relating to: reviewing revenue targets in order to continually improve organisational efficiency and performance (paragraph 4.7); and refining case selection approaches (paragraphs 4.11–4.13).

Does the ATO conduct an appropriate range of compliance activities to address the cash economy?

The range of compliance activities undertaken by the ATO to address the cash economy—audit, obligation enforcement and review—is consistent with the practices of revenue bodies internationally and reflects a number of core elements identified by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development as present in comprehensive strategies to address the underground economy. The compliance activities are based on determining and responding to the risk of businesses, industries and the community participating in the cash economy.

4.1 The ATO’s approach to treating the cash economy risk has evolved over time with a number of key milestones having influenced the current approach to conducting compliance activities. For example, in the 2009 Federal Budget, the ATO received funding to develop small business benchmarks and conduct related compliance activities.

4.2 Figure 4.1 shows the range of compliance activities planned to address the cash economy risk in 2015–16.
4.3 As described in Chapter 2, the compliance activities for the cash economy reflect the ATO’s risk based approach for the cash economy from low risk (minimal touch: SMS or letters) to high risk (high touch: complex audits). The compliance activities can be grouped into the following broad categories:

- help and education—sending correspondence to taxpayers and their tax practitioners to create awareness and provide information and, to a lesser extent, seek a response (which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5);
- obligation enforcement—using a high volume of outbound telephone calls to taxpayers and their tax practitioners to support lodgment and correct reporting; and
- reviews and audits—while both are considered ‘tax audits’ by the ATO, they vary in their complexity. Reviews can be conducted without contacting taxpayers or by telephone and also allow the ATO to determine whether there are issues that require deeper investigation by an audit.

4.4 The ATO’s compliance activities for the cash economy are consistent with the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s report (2012) on the underground economy and international practice by other revenue bodies. The report identified eight core elements that were common in existing strategies that address the underground economy (see Chapter 1). The ATO’s activities cover the four core elements specifically relating to compliance: the wide use of media; leveraging off key intermediaries such as tax practitioners and industry representatives; having a broad set of treatment strategies; and evaluating the effectiveness of compliance.
Are the ATO’s compliance activities effectively addressing the cash economy?

The ATO’s cash economy compliance activities are typically meeting internal performance targets, such as for liabilities raised and the timeliness of case completion. However, as no measures of effectiveness are in place, it is difficult for the ATO to assess the extent to which its compliance activities contribute to, and align with, the outcomes of the cash economy strategic framework. Developing measures of effectiveness as part of the Community Participation Assurance Framework would assist the ATO to determine the nature and extent of its future compliance activities to address the cash economy.

Cash economy compliance cases had only around half the return on investment of the average compliance cases the ATO conducted in 2015. While there are indications of increasingly effective case selection, the ANAO identified further opportunities for the ATO to improve the selection of cash economy compliance cases. By adjusting case selection parameters the ATO could take into account the: potential average liability that could be raised; distribution of cases across industries; size of the industry’s high risk population; and impost on lower risk industries of high case numbers.

Even though over 80 per cent of compliance cases with taxpayers were completed within the allocated time for the ATO to conduct the case, the more complex audit and review cases that produce higher liabilities were more likely to be overdue. This means the ATO could improve the timeliness of its more complex cash economy review and audit cases.

Compliance activities aimed at raising liabilities

4.5 The ANAO examined the results of cash economy compliance cases that were closed in the previous four years (2011–12 to 2014–15) and were aimed at raising liabilities (defined as total tax and penalties). Figure 4.2 provides an overview of the total cases and liabilities analysed by the ANAO. The total number of closed cases over the four years that were analysed by the ANAO was 73 640 and the liabilities raised totalled $776.3 million. The ANAO’s following analysis is based on these figures.

---

The total liabilities reported in earlier chapters also include general and shortfall interest charges and adjustments in the end of year figures.
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The ANAO examined the results of cash economy compliance cases that were closed in the previous four years (2011–12 to 2014–15) and were aimed at raising liabilities (defined as total tax and penalties). Figure 4.2 provides an overview of the total cases and liabilities analysed by the ANAO. The total number of closed cases over the four years that were analysed by the ANAO was 73640 and the liabilities raised totalled $776.3 million. The ANAO’s following analysis is based on these figures.

The total liabilities reported in earlier chapters also include general and shortfall interest charges and adjustments in the end of year figures.

Types of compliance activity

Figure 4.3 provides an overview of the types of cash economy cases conducted each year for audit, obligation enforcement, review, and tailored advice (help and education). Tailored advice includes visits to tax practitioners on the basis that one tax practitioner can reach many clients and increase the ATO’s visibility.

Source: ANAO analysis of ATO data.

4.6 Figure 4.2 highlights a trend towards fewer cases being required to raise an increasing amount of liabilities. The results indicate that the ATO has become more efficient in its compliance activities for the cash economy, which is discussed in more detail later in this chapter (in relation to the return on investment).

4.7 The liability targets for cash economy activities have also been met in three of the four previous years (Chapter 1). The ATO should continue to review the targets in order to improve its efficiency and performance.

27 The annual cash collection rates have remained stable and ranged from 57.9 per cent to 61.5 per cent of the liabilities raised during the four-year period.
4.9  Figure 4.3 shows that the number of help and education cases decreased significantly from over 5500 (in 2011–12) to five (in 2014–15). These help and education activities were one-on-one record keeping assistance visits where ATO staff would visit a business to provide advice on record keeping. Over the period, the ATO advised that it migrated towards a greater level of one-to-many assistance approaches through communications products, self-help tools—such as the ability for businesses to calculate their own benchmarks—and industry partnership assistance. There was also a corresponding increase in the ATO’s use of obligation enforcement cases for awareness raising and educative purposes.

Case selection

4.10  Figure 4.2, showing total cash economy cases and liabilities raised, also suggests that the ATO’s case selection activities have become more effective over time and that the strategy of using a combination of sources to identify risk indicators—risk models, benchmarks, referrals and third-party data—is appropriate.

4.11  As discussed in previous chapters, the ATO has identified 58 industries that are at a higher risk of operating in the cash economy and omitting income. On average (from 2011–12 to 2014–15), the ATO selected 63.4 per cent of its compliance cases from the top 58 industries and 36.6 per cent of compliance cases from outside the top 58 industries. The ATO could potentially have raised additional liabilities over the four years by conducting a greater share of cases in other industries, given that the average liability raised was greater for cases outside the top 58 industries.28

4.12  The ATO could also consider, as an input to case selection, the potential average liability to be raised when selecting cases, both within and outside the top 58 industries (as well as the

---

28 The average liability raised (per case) for the top 58 industries was $9792, and for other industries was $11 842.
marginal impacts for industry based strategies). The ATO advised that there would be a benefit in conducting its own marginal impact analysis of a different approach.

4.13 The size of an industry’s high risk population and the impost on lower risk industries of a high percentage of cases being undertaken (relative to their top 58 industry ranking) are additional factors that could be considered by the ATO when determining case selection.

**Overview of financial outcomes**

4.14 Table 4.1 provides an overview of the compliance cases with a liability raised by the ATO for the cash economy from 2011–12 to 2014–15. Of the 73 640 cases finalised, which includes review and help and education cases where there was no expected revenue outcome, a liability was raised in 17 944 cases. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of cases with a liability</th>
<th>Percentage of total cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011–12</td>
<td>3 839</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012–13</td>
<td>4 212</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013–14</td>
<td>5 060</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014–15</td>
<td>4 833</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ANAO analysis of ATO data.

4.15 The proportion of cases where the ATO raised a liability has more than doubled in the last four years (from 15 per cent to 32 per cent). While this reflects the change in case type over the period (as discussed in paragraph 4.9), an important factor is also likely to be improvements to case selection—between 2011–12 and 2012–13, the proportion of audit and enforcement cases resulting in a liability increased from 25 per cent to 50 per cent.

4.16 The amount of liability raised over the four-year period is directly related to the type of compliance case that was undertaken:

- audit and obligation enforcement cases raised $695.5 million (from 36 413 cases, 49.4 per cent of the total cases finalised);
- review cases raised $80.7 million (from 27 779 cases, 37.7 per cent of the total cases finalised); and
- tailored advice cases raised approximately $70 900 (from 9448 cases, 12.8 per cent of the total cases finalised).

**Return on investment**

4.17 The ATO’s return on investment for cash economy activities is lower than the total for the Client Engagement Group and some individual risks, for example, high wealth individuals:

---

29 In Chapter 2, Table 2.4 shows the liabilities raised from audit and obligation enforcement cases.
form former Compliance Group (now the Client Engagement Group), October 2015 (year to date), $6.04\textsuperscript{30}; and

• high wealth individuals, 2012–13, $27.26.\textsuperscript{31}

4.18 The ATO advised that the return on investment for the cash economy activity was $3.20 in 2014–15, which has increased over time from $2.00 in 2011–12. The ATO further advised that there are two main reasons for the lower return on investment:

• compliance activity for the cash economy is relatively labour intensive because compliance staff often need to undertake investigations to determine that income has not been declared, rather than, for example, requiring taxpayers to confirm claims for deductions or validate specific declarations of income from known sources; and

• linked to the above, there is a correspondingly lower level of automation possible for compliance activities, which means the work is more time consuming.

4.19 Similar liabilities were raised by the ATO for the cash economy risk in 2014 as in 2005 (some $200 million), but with a 36 per cent lower (full-time equivalent) staffing level: 381 compliance staff in 2014; compared to 600 compliance staff in 2005. The ATO considers that an increase in liabilities from 2010 to 2014, compared to the investment of staff, is indicative that the more recent strategy for the cash economy risk and case mix is delivering better results.

Measures of effectiveness of compliance activities

4.20 As discussed previously (paragraph 2.5), the current version of COMPASS does not include details of how its high-level measures of success are to be measured. These measures could provide useful information about the extent to which the ATO’s compliance activities contribute to, and align with, the desired outcomes of the cash economy strategic framework—engagement with the community, authority to act and outcomes for the community. As indicated in Recommendation No.1 (paragraph 2.6), the ATO should develop measures of success (effectiveness) as part of COMPASS, which would assist it to determine the nature and extent of its future compliance activities to address the cash economy.

Timeliness

4.21 In the four years of ATO case data, there were 29 types of compliance activity undertaken with a minimum cycle time of nine days (obligation enforcement) and a maximum cycle time of 250 days (complex audit).\textsuperscript{32}

4.22 Following ATO advice, the ANAO analysed the 29 types of case activities based on the ATO’s grouping of five case sub-types: audit (comprehensive and specific); obligation enforcement; review; and help and education. Figure 4.4 provides a comparative view of the ATO’s performance for the cycle times contained within the five case sub-types.

\textsuperscript{30} The ATO calculated the return on investment using total Group costs against the estimated cash collected, which differs from the calculations used in business lines. The calculation excludes compliance costs and estimated cash collections from lodgment enforcement activities.

\textsuperscript{31} ANAO Audit Report No.35 2013–14, Managing Compliance of High Wealth Individuals, pp. 88–89.

\textsuperscript{32} On 1 July 2015, the ATO transferred to a new system containing 10 products with a minimum cycle time of 10 days (review streamlined) and a maximum cycle time of 250 days (audit complex).
Figure 4.4: Case sub-type and cycle time performance, 2011–12 to 2014–15

Source: ANAO analysis of ATO data.

4.23 Overall, 80.5 per cent (59,263 cases) were completed within the allocated cycle time, regardless of the type. Of the overdue cases, audit specific (25 per cent) and audit comprehensive (46 per cent) cases were more likely to be overdue and almost 20 per cent of review specific cases were overdue. The more complex audit and review cases that produce higher liabilities were also more likely to be overdue in their cycle time, which is not uncommon for these types of ATO compliance activities. However, taxpayers and the ATO would directly benefit from the ATO improving the cycle times for complex audits for the cash economy (and other elements of the tax system).
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5. Help and education

Areas examined
The ANAO examined the effectiveness of the ATO’s communication activities to promote compliance with the tax system by addressing the cash economy, including through stakeholder and community engagement. The ATO refers to these activities as help and education.

Conclusion
The ATO’s help and education activities for the cash economy risk are planned, evidence based and targeted at key risks, and provide a wide range of general and targeted information to promote taxpayer compliance. However, the ATO has not evaluated the overall effectiveness of its help and education activities to address the cash economy risk.

Areas for improvement
The ANAO has suggested that the ATO measures the value for money of its cash economy help and education activities (paragraph 5.19).

Is there a communications strategy aligned to the cash economy strategic framework that is evidence based?

The ATO’s cash and hidden economy communications framework sets out the business intent, objectives and key messages for help and education activities that address the cash economy risk. The framework is evidence based and complemented by strategic activities that target specific groups and emerging cash economy risks identified through the ATO’s risk based work.

5.1 Following the movement of the cash economy activity to the new Small Business line in November 2015, a draft communications framework for the cash and hidden economy risk was updated and finalised to realign the framework to the new business line. The framework seeks to: reduce tolerance of and participation in the cash economy by individuals and businesses; build community confidence in the ATO’s management of the cash economy risk; and increase the proportion of tax paid voluntarily by the population targeted by ATO activities. The framework supports the cash economy strategic framework (COMPASS), and is complemented by activities that target specific groups and emerging risks identified by the ATO’s risk based work. Table 5.1 shows the framework’s three areas for key messages.

Table 5.1: Communications framework areas for key messages about the cash economy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key messages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The ATO is protecting honest businesses from unfair competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. There is a negative impact of participating in the cash economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. People can inform the ATO about any concerns they have that businesses are competing unfairly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Summarised from the ATO’s cash and hidden economy communications framework.

5.2 The ATO’s help and education activities are evidence based. The cash and hidden economy communications framework is informed by market research, developments and research undertaken in other jurisdictions, analysis of compliance outcomes and stakeholder feedback.
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Does the ATO provide a range of information about the cash economy to promote taxpayer compliance?

The ATO website provides a wide range of general and targeted information about the cash economy risk, including information on the small business benchmarks. Targeted information is consistent with the ATO’s omitted income risk assessment and risk treatment plan.

Cash economy help and education activities

5.3 The ATO provides a wide range of general and targeted information to promote taxpayer compliance. The ATO website is a key communication channel with dedicated cash economy web pages. Most general information can be readily accessed from the principal cash economy web page, About the cash and hidden economy, including information on the small business benchmarks and online tools. The ATO also has dedicated web pages for targeted communications.

5.4 The cash and hidden economy communications framework identifies key audiences including: existing and new small businesses; the Australian community; and key intermediaries (tax practitioners, industry associations and community partners). Since 2014, the ATO has increased its audience reach with a suite of communication channels that target small businesses (such as the small business newsroom and mobile phone app). The ANAO expects that the ATO will increasingly use these dedicated channels for communicating with small businesses, and for messages about the cash economy following the transfer of responsibility for the cash economy risk to the Small Business line.

Targeted communications

5.5 Targeted communications—at industry or other groups that exhibit cash economy risk behaviours or emerging issues, such as those discussed in Chapter 3—support the cash and hidden economy communications framework. Targeted groups have high rates of businesses: operating outside of industry benchmarks; under-reporting transactions and income; with poor lodgment history; and reported by members of the community for tax evasion.

5.6 Currently, the ATO has four multi-year targeted strategies (Table 5.2):

- three industry based strategies, for the building and construction; cafe, restaurant and takeaway; and hair and beauty industries; and
- a strategy for small business owners from non-English speaking backgrounds.


35 Online tools include the: business industry code tool that allows business owners and their intermediaries to identify the most appropriate code to report on the business’ tax return or schedule; business performance check tool; personal living expenses guide and worksheet that examines household expenses to identify unreported cash income in a cash economy audit or review; and record keeping tool that assists new and established business owners to identify and evaluate the records the business should keep.
Table 5.2:  Communications targeted at industry and other groups and localities, 2011–12 to 2014–15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target communication strategies</th>
<th>Timeframe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current strategies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building and construction industry</td>
<td>2013–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafe, restaurant and takeaway industry—cash only businesses</td>
<td>2013–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse audiences (taxpayers from non-English speaking backgrounds)</td>
<td>2013–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair and beauty industry</td>
<td>2013–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Completed strategies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee shops</td>
<td>2011–12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasterers</td>
<td>2011–12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ANAO analysis of ATO documents.

5.7 All industries selected to date have been drawn from the top 10 industries that exhibit cash economy risk behaviours. The strategy for taxpayers from non-English speaking backgrounds targets four communities: the Arabic, Chinese, Korean and Vietnamese communities. The strategy has a particular focus on Chinese and Vietnamese communities given their strong representation in the hair and beauty industry. While the industry strategies consist of help and education and compliance activities, the diverse audience strategy consists only of help and education activities. The targeted communication strategies are consistent with the ATO’s risk assessment and risk treatment plan (discussed in Chapter 2).

**Business to consumer transactions**

5.8 The ATO first identified business to consumer transactions as a future challenge in the mid–2000s. ANAO Report No. 30 2005–06, The ATO’s Strategies to Address the Cash Economy, recommended that the ATO develop and implement a community education campaign on such transactions.

5.9 Between 2012–13 and 2014–15, the ATO’s communications framework documents increasingly identified business to consumer transactions as an area of ongoing focus. Recent treatments that specifically addressed this behaviour include the building and construction industry strategy.

**Stakeholder and community engagement**

5.10 Leveraging off key intermediaries is one of eight core elements of successful strategies for addressing the underground economy identified by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.36

5.11 Successive ATO communications framework documents have identified as an important activity leveraging off key ‘influencers’; in this context, tax practitioners, industry associations,

---

community leaders and media. Tax practitioners are particularly influential, given that, in 2013–14 tax practitioners lodged 93 per cent of micro business returns and 46 per cent of business activity statement returns.

5.12 Strategic community engagement with key influencers is a feature of all three current industry based strategies, as set out in Case study 1.

### Case study 1. Haymarket walk-ins

In July and August 2014, ATO staff visited around 160 cafes and restaurants in Sydney’s Haymarket area to provide owners with information on their tax and superannuation obligations and identify potential businesses for audit. The ATO also held two town hall style information sessions to answer questions from business owners. The ATO worked closely with local councils and community and business groups beforehand.

ATO staff found issues relating to Australian Business Numbers, tax file numbers, and outstanding lodgments of business activity statements and income tax returns. The ATO worked with businesses to correct mistakes and help ensure up-to-date lodgments.

The ATO continued to monitor cafes and restaurants in the Haymarket area for cash economy behaviours for the next 12 months.

Overall, the ATO met the project’s effectiveness measures, including building confidence, increased community awareness, and identifying and addressing non-compliance. As at October 2015, 23 cases resulted in revenue adjustments of more than $800 000.

The ATO has since conducted similar exercises in other geographic regions for high risk industries with more planned for 2015–16.

### Has the ATO evaluated the effectiveness of its cash economy help and education activities in building community confidence?

The ATO measures the audience reach of individual communication products, but has not comprehensively evaluated the effectiveness of its cash economy help and education activities against the evaluation measures in annual communications frameworks. Consequently, it has not measured the value for money from these activities. To measure behavioural change, the ATO conducts community and business surveys and, in 2015, developed evaluation measures for three targeted industry strategies. While not having completed this work, the ATO advised that initial results were promising.

5.13 The cash and hidden economy communications framework states that: the ATO is developing a communication measurement framework; and, in the interim, the ATO will measure

---

37 A micro business is a sub-category of the small business market segment. The ATO defines a micro business as a business with an aggregated turnover equal to or more than $1 but less than $2 million, while the Australian Bureau of Statistics’ definition is a business with zero to four employees.
the impact of marketing and communication activities for the cash economy using the three measures and associated indicators set out in Table 5.3.

### Table 5.3: Cash and hidden economy communications framework evaluation measures and indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparing outputs against planned activities</td>
<td>• Delivery of ATO activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Messages by third parties in response to ATO activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication metrics</td>
<td>• Web hits to relevant cash economy web pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Response rates to specific calls to action through direct communication activities (letters, SMS and emails)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing analysis of community conversations</td>
<td>• Take-up of ATO key messages and community sentiment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ATO cash and hidden economy communications framework.

5.14 While not measures of effectiveness as such (as acknowledged by annual communication frameworks), these measures can contribute to an overall picture of the effectiveness of the communications strategy for the cash economy. However, the ATO has not comprehensively evaluated the overall effectiveness of all cash economy help and education activities against these or similar measures contained in annual communications frameworks.

**Measuring changes in community and business attitudes**

5.15 The ATO uses quantitative and qualitative measures to monitor changes in community and business attitudes towards the cash economy. It uses a range of metrics to measure audience reach (visits to specific ATO website pages, messages by third parties in response to ATO activities, and social media activity) of individual communication products (videos, media releases, pilot issues) that seek to generate awareness and encourage community debate.

5.16 Between 2010 and 2013, the ATO measured changes in attitudes via its community and business perception surveys. These surveys found that community and business attitudes towards the cash economy remained constant, with individual taxpayers and micro businesses strongly opposed to a cash economy. The proportion of respondents that agreed the ATO is effective in combating the cash economy also remained constant (at approximately 57 per cent). However, another ATO survey found that attitudes towards the cash economy have fluctuated over time and that for a minority of businesses and individuals, not declaring cash transactions was expected

---

38 A ‘measure’ is the measurable effect(s) of cash and hidden economy communication activities on compliance behaviours of targeted populations.

39 From 2014 onwards, the ATO’s new taxpayer behaviour research is to include specific questions around cash economy behaviours. The ATO advised that it had not received the research findings at the time of the audit.


41 In 2011, the ATO commissioned a major multi-year program of research to better understand the attitudes and behaviours driving compliance (or non-compliance) with goods and services tax obligations. A specific area examined was the nature and practices of businesses operating in the cash economy as these businesses are likely to have higher non-compliance with goods and services tax obligations.
(trade workers, retailers and restaurant owners for example) or considered necessary to survive in an increasingly competitive environment.

5.17 In 2015, the ATO commenced work to develop measures to compare the three targeted industry strategies against the wider cash economy population and micro business market. At the time of the audit, the ATO had developed some but not all measures, and was working with the Smarter Data business line on data assurance issues. While not having completed this work, the ATO advised that initial results were promising, with a significant increase in revenue and marginal increases in lodgment performance in the hair and beauty and cafe and restaurant industries.

Federal Budget funding for help and education activities

5.18 Funding for help and education activities has been from specific Federal Budget measures (Chapter 2). Over the period 2012–13 to 2015–16, the ATO allocated approximately $470 000 to fund cash economy help and education activities (Figure 5.1). Excluding the 2015–16 allocation, the ATO expended around 81 per cent of the total amount allocated.

Figure 5.1: Funding of cash economy help and education activities

Note. Expenditure for 2015–16 was not completed at the time of the audit.
Source: ATO.

5.19 The ATO does not have value for money as a performance measure for its cash economy help and education activities. While this measure would assist the ATO to make decisions about investing scarce resources, for example, in help or education or additional compliance activities, in the first instance the ATO will need to evaluate the effectiveness of its help and education activities to address the cash economy.
6. Quality assurance and objections

**Areas examined**
The ANAO examined how the ATO assures the appropriate conduct of cash economy compliance cases and responds to objections, appeals and complaints.

**Conclusion**
The ATO has processes that support the accuracy and consistency of technical decisions and takes corrective actions to address identified issues. With one exception—transparency in explaining and supporting decisions—corporate benchmarks were consistently achieved (or almost achieved).

The number of objections and complaints made against cash economy compliance decisions is relatively low. The ATO implemented two initiatives to minimise the number of disputes against cash economy compliance decisions that impose penalties, with mixed results.

**Areas for improvement**
The ANAO has suggested that the ATO periodically assess whether the peer review arrangements have helped to minimise and resolve disputes to cash economy compliance decisions that recommend a penalty be applied (paragraph 6.5).

**Does the ATO effectively assure the quality of its cash economy compliance activities?**

The ATO has implemented processes that effectively assure the quality of cash economy compliance decisions and takes corrective actions to address identified issues. While the maturity of assurance processes varies, the current arrangements provide a sound foundation for continuous improvement of staff capability and the quality of cash economy compliance decisions.

**Quality assurance reviews**

6.1 The ATO used two enterprise-wide quality assurance frameworks between 2011–12 and 2014–15—the Integrated Quality Framework (IQF) and ATO Quality. Assessments from each framework are not directly comparable and not all reports separately identify or report on performance outcomes for cash economy specific compliance products.

6.2 Quality assurance results over the period examined show that the business line constantly met or almost achieved: the benchmark for eight of the nine IQF measures (a total of 1909 completed case assessments); and all of the four ATO Quality measures (a total of 167 completed case assessments). The IQF measure that did not follow this trend was ‘transparency’ (Table 6.1). ‘Transparency’ refers to decisions that are well explained and supported with reasons that are clear and accurate.
6.3 As shown in Table 6.1, the business line significantly improved its performance against the transparency measure between 2011–12 and 2013–14. Transparency has been an ongoing area of focus across the Client Engagement Group. To respond to issues and improve results, the ATO has implemented a range of ongoing strategies at the Group level and within individual business lines including: targeted communication and education on the correct use of the ATO’s case management system, Siebel; system changes to prevent incorrect recording in some Siebel fields; and one-on-one coaching.

### Consistent application of penalties

6.4 In mid-2014, the ATO implemented peer review arrangements for all cash economy compliance cases that recommend a penalty be applied. Penalty submissions cannot be released to taxpayers and their representatives unless they have been subject to peer review. As at August 2015, a total of 443 compliance cases had been subjected to the peer review arrangements. Of these, 86 per cent were supported in full or in part.

6.5 The ANAO reviewed the reasons peer reviews did not support, or supported in part, penalty recommendations. The main reason peer reviews did not support penalty recommendations was incorrect or insufficient facts and evidence to support the proposed penalty. The Tax Practitioner Lodgment Strategy and Compliance Support business line quality assurance reports also review penalty decisions, and confirm the findings of the penalty review panels. The ATO should periodically assess whether the peer review arrangements have helped to minimise and resolve disputes for cash economy compliance decisions that recommend a penalty be applied.

### Does the ATO effectively manage objections and appeals?

The number of objections and complaints made against cash economy compliance decisions is relatively low. Over four years (2011–12 to 2014–15), the ATO consistently exceeded and improved its performance against the timeliness service standard for completing objections against cash economy compliance decisions. Over the same period, objection decisions were subject to relatively few appeals (seven per cent).
Objections

6.6 Legislation gives taxpayers the right to object to some ATO decisions, including when issued with an amended assessment following a compliance activity. In 2014–15, the ATO completed 371 objections against cash economy compliance decisions, representing less than two per cent of all completed objections. Over a four-year period (2011–12 to 2014–15), the ATO completed 1281 objection cases against cash economy compliance decisions (Table 6.2). This represented an estimated objection rate of 7.1 per cent, compared to 5.7 per cent for the general business taxpayer population. The total amount of tax in dispute was approximately $108 million.

Table 6.2: Objections against cash economy compliance decisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of closed objection cases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual change (percentage)</td>
<td>+273(^a)</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>–28</td>
<td>+52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount of tax in dispute ($ m)</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note a: The increase in the 2011–12 annual change percentage reflects the ATO’s introduction of the small business benchmarks into cash economy compliance work in 2010–11.


6.7 Around 60 per cent of closed objection cases recorded the taxpayer’s industry. Of these, approximately 50 per cent were from one of three high risk industries currently targeted by the ATO: building and construction (30.7 per cent); cafes, restaurants and takeaways (17.2 per cent); and hair and beauty (3.3 per cent).

Outcomes

6.8 As shown in Figure 6.1, around 66 per cent of completed objection cases (841) were allowed in full or in part, reducing the total amount of tax in dispute (paragraph 6.6) by $48.5 million (45 per cent). In approximately 53 per cent of these cases, the compliance decisions were at least partially incorrect, or the ATO had changed its application of the law. In another 30 per cent of cases, the taxpayer provided additional information at the objection stage.

---

\(a\) The ATO reported that it completed 26 200 objections in its Annual report 2014–15, p. 23.

\(\dagger\) Objection case data for 2014–15 was for the period 1 July 2014 to 25 May 2015 only. Responsibility for cash economy objection cases transferred to the Review and Dispute Resolution business line in late May 2015.

\(\ddagger\) The ANAO calculated the objection rate by dividing the total number of completed compliance cases that raised a tax liability by the total number of completed objections (see Chapter 4 for a description of the case analysis).

\(\S\) This amount may understate the total amount of tax in dispute as 19 ATO records did not record the outstanding tax liability.
6.9 In 2014, the ATO analysed the outcomes of objections to penalties in cash economy compliance cases to identify common themes and remedy these through staff updates and training. While the review identified that a large proportion of objections were associated with the small business benchmarks, it did not identify any emerging benchmark related issues.

**Timeliness**

6.10 The ATO service standard for objections is to provide a decision within 56 days of receiving all necessary information. The ATO benchmark for 2015–16 was 70 per cent of objection cases being finalised within the service standard. Between 2011–12 and 2014–15, the ATO consistently exceeded the benchmark and improved its performance each year (Figure 6.2).

---

**Figure 6.1:** Outcomes of finalised cash economy objections, 2011–12 to 2014–15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allowed in part</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>47.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowed in full</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disallowed</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawn</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not recorded</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ANAO analysis of ATO data.

---

**Figure 6.2:** Timeliness of cash economy tax objection cases, 2011–12 to 2014–15

Source: ANAO analysis of case data.

---

46 This is one of two ATO initiatives designed to minimise and resolve disputes of cash economy compliance decisions that impose penalties.
**Appeals**

6.11 Where an objection is not allowed in full, a taxpayer may seek an independent review of the ATO’s objection decision. Taxpayers may apply to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal for a review of the decision or appeal to the Federal Court of Australia against the decision.

6.12 Over the four years (2011–12 to 2014–15), the ATO finalised 88 appeals relating to cash economy cases (seven per cent of the total objections completed). Of these, approximately 46 per cent were settled, which was consistent with the ATO’s policy of encouraging the negotiation of settlements with the taxpayer, rather than undertaking lengthy and expensive court processes. Another 27 per cent were conceded by the ATO, 14 per cent were dismissed or favourable to the ATO, and 10 per cent were withdrawn by the taxpayer.47

6.13 Serious fraudulent offences can be subject to prosecution by the Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions under the *Crimes Act 1914*. Prosecution cases are selected by the Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions and are usually those with the highest monetary value. In 2013, a small business owner was successfully prosecuted for not declaring all business income (Case study 2).

---

**Case study 2. Cash economy criminal prosecution**

A cash economy audit of a Brisbane kebab shop owner’s tax returns identified inconsistencies in the business’ financial position.

The owner had reported sales of $214 932 and an income of $15 000. The audit determined sales of around $324 000. The owner had also deposited $112 000 into a personal bank account. The owner did not disclose this information even when provided with opportunities to do so.

The owner was charged with three counts of obtaining financial advantage by deception. While he was remorseful for his actions and entered a guilty plea in Court, the owner received a two-year jail sentence and was to be released on a $1000 good behaviour bond after three months. He also had to pay the Commonwealth $60 782. In handing down the sentence, the Judge said a prison term was necessary to deter others.

Source: ATO.

6.14 In June 2015, the ATO conducted a prosecution workshop for the cash economy risk to develop a prosecutions strategy, including identifying potential cases. At the time of the audit the strategy was still under development.

**Complaints and other forms of feedback**

6.15 Individual taxpayers and their representatives may lodge a formal complaint with the ATO. If a taxpayer remains unsatisfied after lodging a complaint, they may contact the Inspector-General of Taxation48 or their Member of Parliament.

---

47 The ATO classified the remaining three per cent of appeals as ‘other’.

6.16 In 2014–15, the ATO received a total of 24 644 complaints, 30 of which concerned cash economy compliance activities (Table 6.3). Of the cash economy complaints, 19 (63 per cent) were upheld. The ATO advised that the increase in the number of complaints upheld in 2014–15 related to short message service (SMS) problems.

Table 6.3: Number of complaints received by the ATO about cash economy compliance activities, 2012–13 to 2014–15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of complaints received by the ATO</th>
<th>2012–13</th>
<th>2013–14</th>
<th>2014–15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of complaints received by the ATO</td>
<td>26 431</td>
<td>23 900</td>
<td>24 644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of complaints about cash economy compliance activities</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complaints about cash economy compliance activities upheld or partly upheld</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ANAO analysis of ATO data.

6.17 Over the same period, the ATO received five pieces of ministerial correspondence on cash economy compliance activities.

6.18 The ATO also receives letters and emails from members of the public expressing support for its cash economy compliance activities. In 2014, the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Tax and Revenue commended the ATO on its commitment and activities to address the cash economy.

6.19 In 2014–15, the Tax Practitioners Board—the national body responsible for the registration and regulation of tax agents, business activity statement agents and tax (financial) advisers—reported that 97 (or 7.4 per cent) of all complaints and referrals it received were from the ATO. According to the ATO, a total of 15 cases identified from cash economy compliance cases were referred to the Tax Practitioners Board between 2012–13 and 2014–15, including five cases in 2014–15.

![Signature]

Grant Hehir  
Auditor-General  
Canberra ACT  
26 April 2016

49 ATO, Annual report 2014–15, October 2015, p. iii.
Appendices
Appendix 1  Entity response

Second Commissioner of Taxation

Ms Michelle Kelly
Group Executive Director
Performance Audit Services Group
Australian National Audit Office
GPO Box 707
CANBERRA ACT 2601

Dear Ms Kelly

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL AUDIT OFFICE - PERFORMANCE AUDIT OF STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES TO ADDRESS THE CASH AND HIDDEN ECONOMY

Thank you for your letter dated 11 March 2016 and for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed report on the ATO's strategies and activities to address the cash and hidden economy.

The ATO agrees with the 2 recommendations as presented in the section 19 report.

Attached is the ATO response to recommendations (Annexure 1) and summary of our comments to be included in the report (Annexure 2).

I would like to thank the Australian National Audit Office audit team for the cooperative and professional manner they have adopted in working with us on this matter. I look forward to continuing the good working relationship developed in this performance audit.

If you require further information on this matter, please contact Assistant Commissioner, Matthew Bambrick on 02 6216 2691.

Yours sincerely,

Neil Olesen
Second Commissioner
8 April 2016

T +61 (0)2 6216 1111 PO Box 900 Civic Square ACT 2608 Australia  ato.gov.au